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the quest for wholeness

— part 1

Pages 39–58

KEEPING IN TOUCH
➤

So have you figured out how a classic love story could possibly relate to you?
➤

After Jeanette and Nelson’s sad story of unfulfilled love, are you ready
for your own story to have a happier ending?

The Quest for Wholeness

E

ach of us has a twin soul, or twin flame,
who was created with us in the beginning. . . .
with the same spiritual origin and . . . pattern of identity.
1. What was the purpose and original plan for twin flames? (pp. 39–40)
2. Why did twin flames who incarnated on earth lose their state of
perfection and what is required to regain it? (pp. 40–41)
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3. What is the mistake that people often make and
what is the real key to finding your twin flame?
(pp. 41–42)
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Alchemical Marriage
1. Why is achieving a certain level of oneness with
your Real Self important to you and your twin flame? (p. 43)
2. What are some elements of the alchemical marriage? (pp. 43–44)
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Creation of Twin Flames (pp. 45–50)

T’AI CHI
Representing the masculine and feminine polarity of
God’s wholeness, T’ai chi rotates and divides into
two identical spheres—twin flames of the One.

TWO SPHERES—
TWIN FLAMES OF THE ONE
Each sphere has its own I AM Presence
surrounded by the rings of color, of light,
which make up the Causal Body.

ONE SOUL IN A
FEMININE BODY

CHRIST SELF

SOUL

ONE SOUL IN A
MASCULINE BODY

CHRIST SELF

Each I AM Presence then sends forth a ray—
a soul. Each soul focuses the opposite polarity—
one, masculine, the other, feminine. Between the
soul evolving on earth and the I AM Presence is
the Christ Self—our personal mediator between
Spirit and Matter, the I AM Presence and the
soul. By exercising free will and gaining mastery,
we may unite with our Christ Self in the
‘alchemical marriage.’

SOUL

ADAM AND EVE
symbolize the testing required by God of all
twin flames. Each of us came forth from Spirit to
fulfill our mission to take dominion over the earth.
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Fallen from the state of perfection (Eden) through our
own misuse of free will, we have been separated from
our twin flames for many incarnations.

As twin flames misqualified
the energy of God, they created
negative karma—energy that
forms layers of negativity in
their auras separating them
from their own I AM Presence
and their twin flame.

Daily use of the violet
transmuting flame can strip
this karma—such as resentment,
irritation, anxiety, frustration—
of its negativity, purify it, and
return it to the Causal Body
as our “treasures stored
in heaven.”

We can unite with our twin flame
at inner levels, amplifying the
flame of God within our hearts,
and using the dynamic polarity of our
love to fulfill our mission.

After we have each become immortal God-free beings,
one with our Christ Self and I AM Presence,
our ultimate union with our twin flame occurs
in the plane of Spirit.
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Inner Contact of Twin Flames
1. How does what you do affect your twin flame? (pp. 51–52)

Making It a Reality:
Spiritually Connecting with Your Twin Flame
(pp. 52–53):
You can accelerate your spiritual progress by asking your I AM
Presence for inner heart contact with your twin flame. Even if you’re not
physically with your twin flame, you can unite spiritually at inner levels
and direct light into your own world and the world of your twin flame
for the balancing of mutual karma.
Try the following prayer or make up your own. Giving it aloud
increases its power.

I

n the name of the Christ I call to the blessed

I AM Presence of our twin flames for the sealing
of our hearts as one for the victory of our
mission to humanity. I invoke the light of the
Holy Spirit for the consuming of all negative
karma limiting the full expression of our divine
identity and the fulfillment of our divine plan.

2. Can you can think of examples from opera,
art and literature that illustrate the love typical
of twin flames? Any others besides those on
pp. 53–58?
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